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• Duplicate any digital devices 
Photo and Video Content

• Discover and Duplicate photo 
and video content from 3rd party 
Apps on phones, computers and 
tablets and many more digital 
devices.

• Automatic folder creation for 
every processed device.

• Duplicate and Investigate –
Massive capacity to store up to 
250k images

• 1TB storage capacity inside tiny 
portable hard drive.

• Backs up images and videos 
automatically

• Use Porn Detection Stick 
Software to perform illicit image 
audits

• Dual Use system - can be used 
as a portable storage drive

• Automatically offload evidence 
from digital devices using the 
software's automatic duplicator.

The Photo & Video Investigation Kit (PVIK) allows Investigators to duplicate a
device’s Photo and Video content.

Compatible with virtually any digital device, the PVIK is the first port of call for
many digital examinations, the ease of processing images and videos using
PVIK and the depths this software can go, makes it an essential tool for digital
examinations.

A simple plug and play solution that automatically process’s a target device
and creates a unique case file for every device it is processing.

Leaves no Trace of Duplication

Duplicating Photo and Video content is performed without any trace of the
process on the target device and allows an investigator to create a complete
copy of a device’s images, content that may be knowingly and unknowingly
stored on the devices operating system. Examples of unknown content can
include images and videos stored on a device's internet cache directory.

Universally Compatible

PVIK can be deployed to duplicate virtually any digital device: Windows
Computers, Apple Mac Computers, iPhones, iPad, Android Operating systems
devices, cameras, video recorders, and storage devices or any device with a
storage drive that can be opened and viewed on a computer.

The automatic processing of the PVIK allows users to easily deploy the
software and collect thousands of images and over 100 hours of video
content. Automatic processing, plug, point, process. and duplicate.

Photo & Video Investigation Software

PVIK is a Photo and video Investigation kit which consists of multiple
software’s for photo and video investigations.

The software which collects photos and videos is called Capturra and is
mounted onto the 1TB Action Drive,

The Action drive can store over 250k images and over 160 hours of video
content.

PVIK also includes a separate software which is an illicit image scanning
software.

Investigators searching for illicit content on a device are advised to first
process a digital device using the 1TB Capturra drive, once all content is
duplicated onto the Capturra drive, Investigators can then process the
Capturra drive for illicit content.

Adopting this process overcomes all compatibility issues.

Capturra is compatible with multiple devices, but the illicit content scanner is
only compatible with windows, once the content is duplicated onto Capturra,
all content is then fully compatible with the illicit image scanner.

Features

Overview
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